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The Program on WorkLife Law is a research and advocacy center that seeks to eliminate employment discrimination against caregivers such as parents and adult children of aging parents. WorkLife Law is based at American University, Washington College of Law and is directed by professor and author Joan C. Williams. It was founded as the Program on Gender, Work & Family in 1998 and is supported by research and program development grants, university funding, and private donations. The Program changed its name to the Program on WorkLife Law in October 2003 to better reflect its increasing emphasis on identifying discriminatory employment practices against caregivers and using the legal system to prevent discrimination.

The discrimination identified by WorkLife Law takes many forms, including:

- refusing to hire or promote caregivers based on the assumption that they will not be dedicated workers;
- creating a hostile work environment for caregivers to force them to leave their jobs, and
- imposing job requirements or restrictions on caregivers that are not imposed on other workers.

Employers have, for example, fired pregnant employees or suggested that they get an abortion if they wish to remain employed; given promotions to less qualified fathers or women without children rather than to highly qualified mothers; developed hiring profiles that expressly excluded women with young children; given parents work schedules that they could not meet for childcare reasons, and fabricated work infractions or performance deficiencies to justify dismissal. Increasingly, employees are successfully suing their employers for such discrimination. The goal of WorkLife Law is to prevent the discrimination from occurring in the first place, thereby alleviating the need for employees to resort to the courts for protection.

WorkLife Law seeks to eliminate caregiver discrimination by:

- Advocating on behalf of caregivers who may be experiencing discrimination at work;
- Working with employers to identify and prevent discriminatory practices;
- Providing technical guidance to state and federal policy makers who seek to develop public policies to prevent caregiver discrimination;
- Providing technical guidance to lawyers who advise employers on how to avoid employment discrimination, and to lawyers representing employees who believe they have been discriminated against; and
- Working with the press to document common challenges facing caregivers, and to highlight employers and policies that have successfully overcome such challenges.

Please visit our website for further information: www.worklifelaw.org.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Parents in this country often face discrimination in the workplace. Outdated assumptions about gender and work hold that a mother’s place is with her children at all times, and that a father’s primary role is to support the family on his wages. Both sides of this equation are proving untrue: fully 70 percent of families with children are headed by two working parents or by an unmarried working parent.\(^{i}\) Seventy percent of married mothers work outside the home and 79% of single mothers with children under 18 participate in the labor force.\(^{ii}\) Additionally, more and more men have an increased role in childrearing. Gender-based assumptions harm both men and women.

At the same time, as our population ages, working adults face the growing need to care for elderly parents. An estimated 22.4 million U.S. households (nearly 1 in 4) are providing care to a relative or friend age 50 or older.\(^{iii}\) Workers with caregiving responsibilities for parents or other family members become the targets of workplace discrimination.

In today’s economy, traditional expectations about what it takes to be a good worker can lead to discrimination against mothers, fathers, or other family caregivers. Recent court cases have brought to light the severe and pervasive prejudice that both women and men face in the workplace when they try to fulfill both their work and their caregiver responsibilities. Such discrimination, when recognized as such by the legislature or courts, has been the basis for new laws and for large monetary awards and settlements. This trend demonstrates that companies are increasingly at risk of being sued, even though few laws exist to signal to employers what constitutes discrimination.

The key question is not whether parents should sue -- they already are suing. The key question is whether they have at their disposal the tools needed to protect legitimate claims, and to help ensure that employers are not subjected to claims that lack merit.
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Did you know?

* **Responsibilities for caregiving affect everyone.** Though not everyone has children, many people have aging parents, and 85% of elder care is delivered through informal networks (typically of family members). More than one quarter (26.6%) of the adult population has provided care for a chronically ill, disabled or aged family member or friend during the past year. Based on current census data, that translates into more than 50 million people.”

* **Fathers as well as mothers may face a hostile work environment.** Fathers who request time off from work for family reasons often face even more workplace hostility than do mothers. Caregiving is no longer predominantly a women's issue. Men now make up 44% of the caregiving population.”

* **The price of motherhood is steep.** Two out of three mothers work less than 40 hours per week during the key years of career (and child) development -- and part-time workers face depressed wages, benefits, training, and advancement opportunities. The family gap between the wages of mothers and others has been increasing in recent decades.”

* **Part-time workers, many of whom work part time for family reasons, suffer from depressed wages, benefits, training and advancement opportunities.** Overall, part-timers are more than twice as likely as full-timers to be poor despite their work, even when they bring similar "human capital" — education, skills and experience— to their jobs and even when they work in similar industries and occupations. Only 17% of part-timers, compared to 73% of full-time workers, have health insurance through their employer. And only 21% of part-time workers, compared to 64% of full-time workers, are included in employers' pension plan.”

INTRODUCTION

WHERE WE STAND NOW:

The statistics on work/family conflict paint a picture of an untenable situation. Fully 70 percent (over two-thirds) of families with children are headed by two working parents or an unmarried working parent. vii Seventy percent of married mothers and 79 percent of single mothers with children under 18 participate in the labor force. viii Most parents work for pay. At the same time, most people still see caregiving, especially childcare, as “women’s work.” Women do 65-80 percent of the child care vii and more than 60 percent of elder care. vii This burden is doubly brutal for single mothers, who in 2000 headed 18 percent of families with children. viii All women, however, face this same problem. Mothers often face a full day of work at the office and then another full day’s work at home, a phenomenon experts call the “second shift.” viii

Additionally, an increasing number of men want to be actively involved in raising their children and caring for elderly parents. More than 80% of men aged 21-39 consider family friendly work to be very important. x Because our current work structure is set up for men whose wives will take care of family and home, men often face discrimination when they try to take paternal leave or need greater work flexibility to care for elderly parents or sick spouses. In reference to both men and women, policy scholar Jody Heymann asks in The Widening Gap, “Without adequate employer-based and federal policies supporting them, how can workers meet their family caregiving responsibilities when both parents are needed in the labor force?” iii

Momentum is building to find more workable solutions to combining work and family. By a margin of three to one, Americans say that “time pressures on working families” are getting worse (64 percent), not better (17 percent), and that “finding time for both work and family responsibilities” has gotten harder (59 percent) for families like theirs, not easier (22%), over the past five years. xii Family-leave complaints rose by 34% in 2002. xiii

Employers may believe that caregivers who don’t give 150% to the company cannot be valued employees. Too often, long hours are viewed as substitutes for commitment and loyalty. When employees have obligations outside the office, then employers may question their values as employees, even after they remain productive and effective.
WHAT IS DISCRIMINATION AGAINST CAREGIVERS?

The information below is from actual cases brought by employees.

**WHAT:**

*Discrimination exists where well-performing employees are targeted for personnel actions based on their roles as caregivers or on assumptions of how they will or could act as caregivers. Such actions may include:*

- Demotion
- Reduced compensation
- Harassment
- Job sanctions, such as written and verbal warnings or unwarranted negative performance reviews
- Gender stereotyping/competence assumptions
- Failure to promote
- Failure to hire
- Lay-offs

**HOW:**

*Some cases in which employers have settled involve problems encountered in hiring. Employers have been accused of:*

- Developing job hiring profiles to exclude married women and women with children

- Refusing to hire a woman with a severely disabled child because of an untested assumption she would no longer be able to perform her job

- Revoking a job offer to a female applicant with a seriously ill child out of fear of the attendant high insurance costs

*Other cases involve problems related to promotion. Employers have been accused of:*

- Refusing to consider an employee for a promotion because she had a child and the employer believed she should stay at home to care for her family
• Refusing to consider a mother of two for promotion based on the assumption that she would not be interested because the new job required extensive travel

• Refusing tenure to an outstanding employee because she was a mother and her supervisors thought she would leave early every day if she had tenure

Other cases involve termination. Employers have been accused of:

• Firing a woman after she became pregnant and planned to take maternity leave

• Firing a female worker because her supervisor believed that women don’t come back to work after having a second child

Some cases involve an employer driving an employee to quit. Employers have been accused of:

• Harshly and unduly criticizing an attorney who was considered a star at her firm until she got pregnant.

• Transferring an employee returning from maternity leave to the midnight shift, making it virtually impossible for her to find care for her newborn.

• Imposing attendance requirements on a new mother not imposed on other employees.

WHO:

- Mothers have been the predominant group affected by these practices because they are generally the primary caregiver and take more time off work for pregnancy-related illnesses.

- Increasingly, this discrimination also affects fathers.

- Other adults who play a significant role in the care of children or elders.

- There is a disproportionate impact on low-wage workers. Looking at approximately 300 low-wage families, a recent report found, “Nearly half of all parents in this research reported that they experienced some kind of job sanction, including terminations, lost wages, denied promotions, and written and verbal warnings as a result of trying to meet family needs.” Overall, the report found, these job sanctions involved parents trying to meet children’s needs: “Problems with child care are the most common cause of conflicts and anxiety for parents at work and often result in some kind of work sanction being taken against the parent.”
Employers claim that discriminatory practices are not why mothers and other caregivers are being laid off, demoted, underpaid, and not hired. They suggest the real reason is that mothers are purportedly taking time off work or “kicking back” because of priorities at home. Often, no difference exists between their performance prior to becoming a caretaker and after. So, what is the cause of this discrimination?

**Ideal Worker Assumptions:**

At the heart of the discrimination against both women and men with caregiving responsibilities are outdated assumptions about gender, work, and family. Most jobs are still structured around what this report’s co-author Joan Williams has called “ideal workers” -- in other words, men (who will never get pregnant or need time off to give birth) who have wives that take care of any needed child or elder care. Jobs built around the “ideal worker” model exclude a disproportionate number of women, given that women still do 65-80 percent of the child care and more than 60 percent of elder care. They also exclude the increasing number of men who want to be actively involved in raising their children, caring for elderly parents, or other non-market work. More than 80 percent of men aged 21-39 consider family friendly work to be very important.

The difficulties parents face on the job reflect well-documented patterns of gender stereotyping. An employee, despite an impeccable performance record, may experience workplace discrimination once he or she becomes a parent or begins a flexible work arrangement to accommodate child rearing. For instance, one plaintiff sued when her employer said he didn’t believe mothers should work because “I don’t see how you can do either job well.” Another sued after being fired because “she was no longer dependable since she had a child.” Many employees find, after they become parents, their professional status and the level of their responsibilities have changed. They are routinely assigned the most mundane tasks. They are subjected to insensitive comments by supervisors and coworkers. Or they are persuaded that, unless they maintain the exact same pace they kept before childbirth, their career advancement is over.
**Forms & Harms of Stereotyping:**

People often think of such stereotypes as limiting, perhaps annoying, but mostly harmless. In the context of workplace assumptions, however, stereotypes can be very harmful indeed. Stereotypes shape beliefs held by both employers and fellow employees about how working parents (especially mothers) do behave (“descriptive” stereotypes xxxiii) and about how women and mothers should behave (“prescriptive” stereotypes xxxiv). An example of the first type, descriptive stereotypes, would be employers assuming that mothers do not work as hard as other workers, or that men work harder than women in general. xxxv Descriptive stereotypes leave out the “should,” focusing instead on how people are presumed to behave. xxxvi One problem with descriptive stereotypes is that they deny individuality within groups and are thus often inaccurate -- not all women like to shop and not all men like sports. But they are offensive even when they are accurate, because they blow out of proportion one element of someone’s personality.

An example of the second type, prescriptive stereotypes, can be found in the recent case *Trezza v. The Hartford, Inc.*, where the defendant-employer failed to consider the plaintiff-mother for a position based on the assumption that she would not want it because she had a family. xxxvii The defendant told the plaintiff that “women are not good planners, especially women with kids” and that “working mothers cannot be both good mothers and good workers, [by] stating, ‘I don't see how you can do either job well.’” xxxviii Note how the descriptive stereotype that mothers would not want jobs requiring travel melds into prescriptive stereotype that mothers should not work because then they risk being bad mothers as well as bad workers.

A more extreme example of an employer's imposition of prescriptive stereotypes is in *Bailey v. Scott-Gallaher, Inc.* when the defendant-employer told the plaintiff that she was “no longer dependable” since she had delivered a child; that her place was at home with her child; that babies get sick sometimes and she would have to miss work to care for her child; and that the company “needed someone more dependable.” xxxix A particularly vivid example of prescriptive stereotyping of fathers is *Knussman v. Maryland*, xl in which a male-plaintiff sought primary caregiver status under Maryland family sick-leave law for 30 days paid sick leave to care for his newborn following her birth, in the wake of his wife’s infirm physical condition. In response to his requests to be afforded primary caregiver status, he was told that “God made women to have babies and, unless [he] could have a baby, there is no way [he] could be primary care [giver],’ . . . and that his wife had to be ‘in a coma or dead,’ . . . for Knussman to qualify as the primary care giver.” xli This employer, too, based its employment decisions on opinions as to how a father should behave: implicit is the judgment that fathers should not play what is properly a mother’s role. “These beliefs are more than beliefs about the attributes of
women and men: Many of these expectations are normative in the sense that they describe qualities or behavioral tendencies believed to be desirable for each sex.”

Research has revealed how stereotypes bias people’s memory and understanding of other people and situations. Stereotypes about women, work, and motherhood directly impact women in the workforce. “When I returned from maternity leave, I was given the work of a paralegal,” said one lawyer, “and I wanted to say, ‘Look, I had a baby, not a lobotomy.’” Once stereotypes are triggered, inconsistent information tends to be ignored, excluded, or not even noticed. Thus, when this lawyer returned, the perception of her competence was driven by stereotypes that associate motherhood with lack of competence.

Stereotypes also influence what people remember and what they forget. People are more likely to remember stereotype consistent behavior, and to forget stereotyping inconsistent behavior. One reason stereotypes persist, even in the presence of disconfirming information, is their continual reinforcement due to “recall bias.” Recall bias is the phenomenon that people selectively remember events that confirm stereotypes, and forget or isolate events that disconfirm them. A common example of recall bias is an employer readily recalling every instance that a mother left early from work and forgetting each time that she worked late, based on the stereotype that mothers’ primary focus is their families rather than their employment. This often means that the same transgression may well be punished more harshly because of the assumption that the behavior is likely to recur, as in, “He was late because of a traffic jam, but she was late, because, as a mother, she lacks commitment to her job.” Recall of facts that fit a given stereotype tend to be recalled better than facts that don’t fit. Women may have a harder time than men being perceived as competent because their mistakes may be recalled at times when men’s are long forgotten.

A common sentiment is that discrimination based on stereotypes may exist, but is too small to cause any “real” harm. Indeed, scholars have noted that stereotypes often produce only marginal differences. However, “[s]uccess is largely the accumulation of advantage, exploiting small gains to get bigger ones.” One experiment set up a model that built in a tiny bias in favor of promoting men. After a while, 65% of the top level was male. Even small amounts of bias add up over time. Family caregivers currently have few or no protections in the workplace when faced with discrimination based on outdated gender stereotypes. The daily forms of bias they face, often delivered in the form of small assumptions, lead to actionable discrimination, including firing, denial of promotion, and failure to hire.
AMERICANS READY TO ACCEPT THE “ANTI-DISCRIMINATION MODEL”:

Americans are increasingly likely to see discrimination against caregivers as inappropriate job discrimination. To date, however, the United States has almost no state or federal law specifically designed to prevent discrimination against caregivers, so employees and their attorneys have patched together claims under a variety of theories. For example, parents have claimed discrimination based on their gender in violation of Title VII; they have argued that their employers have discriminated against them because they take care of a child with a disability; and they have argued their treatment by governmental employers is unconstitutional. They also have raised state law theories of wrongful discharge or violation of state laws giving workers specific rights, such as time off for school activities. Plaintiffs’ attorneys have used more than a dozen legal theories successfully. Yet, for every successful plaintiff, there are many caregivers who find no relief, either because they are not sure where to turn or their claims are rejected by courts that narrowly construe existing laws so as to exclude caregiver discrimination.

THE LEGAL NECESSITY FOR ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM:

Many recent court cases have brought to light the extreme prejudice that both women and men face in the workplace due to their role as caregivers. These cases allege gender discrimination -- against women as well as men engaged in family care. Some involve remarkably frank and open statements by employers reflecting the view that mothers don't belong in the workplace, and that fathers don’t belong in the traditionally feminine role of family caregiver.

**Striking Examples of “Loose Lips”**

- *Trezza v. Hartford, Inc.* (No. 98 Civ. 2205, 1998 WL 912101 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 30, 1998)) - The employer told the plaintiff he didn’t believe mothers should work, saying, “I don't see how you can do either job well,” and that “women are not good planners, especially women with kids.”
- *Bailey v. Scott-Gallagher* (480 S.E. 2d 502 (Va. 1997)) – A woman was told that mothers are undependable workers.
- *Moore v. Alabama State University* (980 F. Supp. 426 (M.D. Ala. 1997)) - The supervisor of a woman eight months pregnant said, “I was going to put you in charge of the office,” then, pointing to her stomach, he added “but look at you now.”
- *Knussman v. Maryland* (272 F.3d 625 (4th Cir. 2001)) - Trooper Knussman’s supervisor remarked to him that his wife would have to be “in a coma or dead” for a man to qualify as the primary caregiver.
- *Walsh v. Nat'l Computer Sys., Inc* *Walsh v. Nat'l Computer Sys., Inc* (332 F.3d 1150 (8th Cir. 2003)) – A supervisor attached signs ("Out--Sick Child") to an employee’s cubicle when she had to care for her ill son, while notes were not placed on other absent employees' cubicles.
Such discrimination has been the basis for new laws and for large monetary awards and settlements. In fact, mothers -- and fathers -- challenging unfair job discrimination due to family care responsibilities could be called a new legal trend. One company has now been sued three times, by three different mothers. Substantial settlements have been involved; even awards in the millions. Settlements and judgments of this magnitude are enough to make employers take notice of what is becoming a major new trend in employment law. This demonstrates that companies are increasingly at risk of being sued.

The problem for companies is, with little statutory guidance, the legal standards for finding discrimination are ever-expanding under a patchwork of laws. Ultimately, it is difficult to tell supervisors what they can and cannot do when the parameters are in flux. For example, the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals recently reversed a district court decision by allowing the case, Back v. Hastings on Hudson Free School District, to move forward despite the fact that there was no evidence that males were treated better than the female plaintiff, which limited or nullified previous cases. While the fact pattern in this case once proved insufficient for employment discrimination, some courts have now relaxed the long-standing demand for male comparators. Back indicates that the ever evolving realm of judicial activism will keep employers guessing at standards. Employers should not be forced to face judicial uncertainty. They need a statute that can provide uniform guidance that makes them aware of the potential for legal liability.

A variety of laws have been enacted to combat discrimination. Some of these laws include Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Equal Pay Act (EPA), the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA). These laws prohibit employment discrimination based on the premise that an employer must evaluate each person as an individual without regard to sex and must assess each individual’s qualifications in light of the requirements of a specific job. For example, an employer cannot refuse to hire or promote women because of the outdated assumption that women typically stop working hard when they have children. Despite the existence of numerous laws protecting against employment discrimination, it is not possible, in many respects, to challenge caregiver discrimination in employment. If employees experience discrimination due to their status as caregivers, they need to fit a specific fact pattern that falls into the patchwork of statutes that already exist. For example, in Piantanida v. Wyman Ctr., Inc., the plaintiff argued that she was demoted and discharged unlawfully on the basis of being a new mother. The court interpreted the general allegations of discrimination against a “new mother” as solely raising a claim under the PDA, refusing to decide the case under Title VII. The case was subsequently dismissed on the grounds that a “new mother” is not a protected basis under the PDA. In too many cases, caregivers are left with no means to remedy their situation, even when their suits are well conceptualized and carefully litigated. Statutes specifically forbidding discrimination against employees with family caregiving responsibilities will go far to protect the rights of employees and it will also benefit employers by clearly defining the actions that constitute caregiver discrimination.
Courts Recognize that Caregiver Stereotyping is Common

- “The fault line between work and family [is] precisely where sex-based generalization has been and remains strongest.”  
- “Stereotypes about women’s domestic responsibilities are reinforced by parallel stereotypes presuming a lack of domestic responsibilities for men. These mutually reinforcing stereotypes created a self-fulfilling cycle of discrimination. . . .”

- “It takes no special training to discern stereotyping in the view that a woman cannot ‘be a good mother’ and have a job that requires long hours, or in the statement that a mother who received tenure ‘would not show the same level of commitment [she] had shown because [she] had little ones at home.’ ”

**Sivieri v. Massachusetts, 2003 Mass. Super. LEXIS 201**  
- “Taken as true, these allegations establish a bias against women with young children predicated on the stereotypical belief that women are incapable of doing an effective job while at the same time caring for their young children.”

**The Patchwork of Current Laws:**

We have documented a significant number of instances in which employees have been discriminated against on the basis of their caregiving responsibilities. Caregivers are challenging this type of discrimination in increasing numbers through a patchwork of varied lawsuits against their employers, and employers are paying a high price in damages. Legislating an end to caregiver discrimination would benefit both employees and employers and make clear to each their rights and responsibilities.

The current mix of laws leaves employers in the anomalous position of being exposed to greater litigation risks than if states’ simply adopted a unifying anti-discrimination law protecting caregivers. Currently, employers face a perplexing maze of litigation based on caregiver discrimination due to one or more federal laws. In addition to Title VII disparate treatment cases, lawyers for caregivers have survived summary judgment, won recoveries, or settled under the following statutes:

- **Title VII disparate impact.** Disparate impact cases have challenged neutral rules with a disparate impact on women, such as a contractual provision prohibiting any leave in excess of 10 days; or a rule terminating any first-year employee who required long-term sick leave; another case challenged the systematic failure to promote women on flexible work arrangements.

- **Hostile environment under Title VII.** Several cases have successfully used a hostile environment theory under Title VII and one under a Massachusetts anti-discrimination statute.
• **Retaliation under Title VII.** A judge refused to grant summary judgment on a complaint that alleged, among other things, that an employer retaliated by changing a woman’s schedule at the last minute after she complained that she was discriminated against because she was a mother.\textsuperscript{lv}

• **Constructive discharge under Title VII.** A Title VII violation also may be found when an employer imposes intolerable working conditions that foreseeably would compel a reasonable employee to quit.\textsuperscript{lxv}

• **Equal Pay Act (EPA).**\textsuperscript{lxvi} One ERA case involved an employer who paid a higher salary to a male replacement of a female employee on maternity leave;\textsuperscript{lxvii} in the other, the EEOC successfully used the EPA to challenge the denial of pension credit for time off work due to having or raising children.\textsuperscript{lxviii}

• **Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA).**\textsuperscript{lxix} The FMLA, which requires employers to grant up to 12 weeks a year of unpaid leave for the birth or adoption of a child or for care of a seriously ill family member, can be used to work a flexible schedule if the family member’s qualifying medical condition requires it.\textsuperscript{lx} The FMLA covers any childhood illness that requires medication (e.g. antibiotics) and trips to the doctor to determine if a serious health condition exists as well as follow up trips to a doctor after a serious health condition has been diagnosed.\textsuperscript{lxx}

• **The Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA).**\textsuperscript{lxiii} In four cases, Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (“ADA”), which prohibits workplace discrimination on the basis of disability, has been used to protect family caregivers in the workplace.\textsuperscript{lxv} This protection stems from statutory language that extends coverage to individuals who have a “relationship or association” to individuals with a disability.\textsuperscript{lxvi} The EEOC has issued regulations interpreting the “association” clause specifically to prohibit employment discrimination targeted at a mother or other caregiver who takes time off from work to care for a family member with a disability.

• **Section 1983/Equal Protection or Due Process.** State employees can sue under Section 1983 for violations of Equal Protection or Due Process. In one recent case, the Second Circuit allowed a suit to go forward on the grounds that the assumption that a mother would be less committed to her job because she had small children was such obvious evidence of gender stereotyping that it overcame the lack of comparator evidence.\textsuperscript{lxvii} Other Section 1983 cases have involved fathers who are denied leave, or made to “jump through more hoops” than mothers in order to obtain it.\textsuperscript{lxxviii}
EXISTING STATUTES DEALING EXPLICITLY WITH CAREGIVER DISCRIMINATION:

The employment discrimination section of the District of Columbia Human Rights Act is the only state statute that specifically prohibits discrimination against employees on the basis of “family responsibilities.” Under the current patchwork of employment discrimination laws, this specific prohibition of caregiver discrimination benefits both employee and employers in D.C. by clarifying their rights and responsibilities.

Other states that protect against some form of family responsibility discrimination in their discrimination statutes are Alaska and California. Alaska lists “parenthood” as a protected class in its unlawful employment practices statute. The California Family Rights Act bars discrimination against employees for taking time off work to participate in their children’s school activities. This anti-discrimination statute prohibits adverse employment action against employees for taking off up to 40 hours per year to participate in activities of a child’s school or daycare. The California legislature even went further by recently passing legislation expanding paid family leave. This new paid family leave program allows workers to take up to six weeks off to care for a newborn or ill family member. Employees will be eligible to receive 55% of their wages throughout their absence, up to a maximum of $728.00 per week. Unlike the unpaid family leave program that exists under the California Family Rights Act, all employers are covered by this new legislation, not only those with 50 or more employees.

Minnesota has case law dictating that the Minnesota Human Rights Act (MHRA) must be construed to prohibit practices that discriminate on the basis of family responsibilities where the discrimination results in unequal treatment of the sexes. Other states protect against employment discrimination on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, and pregnancy related conditions in statutes. The common law of a number of states has also been used to fashion relief for caregivers, including wrongful discharge, breach of contract, intentional infliction of emotional distress, and tortious interference with contract.

The best international model of a workable and progressive statute that prohibits discrimination on the basis of caring responsibilities is the New South Wales’ Anti-Discrimination Act 1977. Notable points of the Australian model are its great breadth -- covering spouses, parents, stepparents, grandparents, siblings, grand-children, and even same-sex couples; independent tribunals that oversee claims that the Anti-Discrimination Board does not resolve; flexible workplace solutions such as flex-time, part-time, work at home accommodations, and redress for unreasonable working hours; a “reasonable accommodation” and “unjustifiable hardship” standard where the tribunal asks whether a company policy was a reasonable requirement of the job and whether an employer could reasonably accommodate the employee without unjustifiable hardship; application to small businesses with six or more employees; and award of monetary damages if violated.
CONCLUSION

The current national crisis of work/family conflict creates a bad situation for everyone: it hurts women, men, children, the elderly, people of color, and businesses.

Many possible alternatives exist to remedy this national crisis situation. National, statewide, and local advocacy groups have worked for many years to encourage more family-friendly policies in the workplace. Their successes, including the federal Family and Medical Leave Act, are important victories, and need to be consolidated.

The inequitable treatment caregivers can face in the workforce remains a square peg in the round hole of current discrimination law. Immediate action is necessary to protect employees with family responsibilities from unwelcome reactions they often face in the workforce. It is time to develop workable solutions to help lend cohesion to the current laws.

Many employers have already changed their policies and practices to create more family-friendly workplaces, and are now reaping the benefits of such reforms. Employers will also benefit from creating family-friendly workplace policies that foster positive attitudes, increase employee retention, increase efficiency of workers, and attract new, talented workers who seek flexible work schedules.

The non-uniformity in law that currently exists poses an equal problem for employees and employers that want to protect themselves. Inconsistent standards lead to confusion as to what constitutes discriminatory practices and what remedies are available. As this report carefully outlines, action must be taken to protect both employees and employers in the workforce.
RESOURCES

**National Groups:**

- **National Partnership for Working Families:** [www.nationalpartnership.org](http://www.nationalpartnership.org)
  The National Partnership for Women & Families is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization that uses public education and advocacy to promote fairness in the workplace, quality health care, and policies that help women and men meet the dual demands of work and family. Founded in 1971 as the Women's Legal Defense Fund, the National Partnership has made the resolution of work/family conflict one of its major goals.

- **Center for Policy Alternatives (CPA):** [www.stateaction.org](http://www.stateaction.org)
  CPA is a leading nonpartisan progressive organization serving state legislators. CPA creates, publicizes, and distributes research to help state legislators achieve progressive public policy goals.

- **Institute for Women’s Policy Research (IWPR):** [www.iwpr.org](http://www.iwpr.org)
  The Institute for Women's Policy Research (IWPR) is a public policy research organization dedicated to informing and stimulating the debate on public policy issues of critical importance to women and their families. IWPR focuses on issues of poverty and welfare, employment and earnings, work and family issues, health and safety, and women's civic and political participation.

- **Mothers Ought to Have Equal Rights (MOTHERS):** [www.mothersoughttohaveequalrights.org](http://www.mothersoughttohaveequalrights.org)
  Led by Ann Crittenden, author of *The Price of Motherhood* (Owl Books, 2002), MOTHERS is a grassroots network of mothers, fathers, grandparents and other family caregivers coming together to promote the economic, social and political worth and importance of family child and dependent care. MOTHERS brings together a coalition of individuals and organizations to improve the economic security of those who do caring work.

- **National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL):** [www.ncsl.org](http://www.ncsl.org)
  The NCSL is a bipartisan organization that serves state legislators by providing research, technical assistance and opportunities for policymakers to exchange ideas on the most pressing state issues. As one of its programs, the NCSL lists names, descriptions, and contact information for each state legislative women’s issues caucus across the country at: [http://www.ncsl.org/programs/wln/caucus.htm](http://www.ncsl.org/programs/wln/caucus.htm)
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